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INSIDERS -- a visually groundbreaking, state-of-the-art nonfiction series that outshines Eyewitness

and Discoveries. This stunning new series offers an inside look into twelve riveting subjects,

beginning with Dinosaurs, Egypt, Oceans, and Space. Expertly written, each book will feature an

arresting design, complete with dynamic, multi-layered CGI and 3ÂD model imagery that is

complemented by fascinating, up-to-date information presented in a user-friendly format.   Oceans

is a multi-dimensional showcase of the aquatic universe! Take a look inside the formation of waves

and tsunamis, see a cross-section of an underwater living lab, and explore the plant and animal

species that live miles beneath the oceanÂ¹s surface.
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My children love Insiders. The graphics are wonderful. They are fun books and informative. The only

drawback I have is in every nature book in Insiders humans are bad and the cause of all problems.

Meh. Annoying, yes, but I'd still buy them; I just let the kiddos know about real science versus

baloney-theories. If this is something that would annoy you or cause you to reconsider, it is pretty

pervasive in the series. However, if you can get past that everything else about this series and this

book, Oceans, is fantastic. The descriptions and illustrations capture the imagination. My son



especially likes the angler fish and dark zone portions.

The book is in very good conditions only one small scratch at two corners but everything else is

perfect, We are very pleased with the service and we got what we expected. I recomend this site

and will buy again from them. Thank you for contacting me. Maggie

I really love this book and i highly recommend it my students love this book and they fight over it all

of the time

beautiful book my son loves it. Pictures very nice and good quality. he will have this book forever

and it was a good purchase.
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